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REVIEWS

One Direction return following Zaynleavesgate
FRIDAY 31 JUL 2015 15:55

The Beatles of the 2000s are back. The Fab Five have now become the Fab Four. But then

Zayn left because he wanted to be a normal "twenty-two year old" which is odd, because

being a normal twenty-two year old generally involves crying into your Tesco Value

spaghetti hoops while you discover that no one gives a fuck about your birthday anymore.

Thanks Mum. 

Anyway, One Direction have returned with Drag Me Down, a single about their favourite

Drag queen, Jinkx Monsoon, who (it's rumoured) spurned Niall. There was a comma in the

title but it wasn't google friendly so they sacked it off. Anyway, here's our lyric by lyric

critique of Drag Me Down, a tour de force of musicality.

[Harry:]

I've got fire for a heart

I'm not scared of the dark

Immediately, we have Harry assuring us that instead of a heart, he has fire, a combination
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of oxygen and carbon dioxide. Health experts say this is a dangerous way to run one's

circulatory system as fire is not conducive for the pumping of blood. However, it is very

bright, thereby making it understandable why he is not scared of the dark. 

You've never seen it look so easy

I got a river for a soul

Unlike the heart, it's unclear whether having a river for a soul is good or bad. Philosophers

have debated for millenia whether the soul actually exists, with some saying it is a human

construct, like fudge. Or Play-Doh. However, with his next line, Harry's logic is sound, as his

prospective lover (Monsoon) is the perfect vessel for his river. 

And baby you're a boat

Baby you're my only reason

Perfs. 
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[Louis:]

If I didn't have you there would be nothing left

The shell of a man who could never be his best

Louis jumps in at this point. It's unclear whether he's singing on behalf of Harry or if he too

is in love with Monsoon. 

If I didn't have you, I'd never see the sun

You taught me how to be someone, yeah
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He kind of runs out of lyrics at the end but you get the point. He'd be lost without her. 

[Liam:]

All my life

You stood by me

When no one else was ever behind me

As always, Liam is the 1D provocateur, detailing in depth the perils of inter-drag

queen/international pop star love. 

All these lights

They can't blind me

With your love, nobody can drag me down

You should never, never, look directly into bright lights. That is silly. 
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[Niall:]

All my life

You stood by me

When no one else was ever behind me

All these lights

They can't blind me
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With your love, nobody can drag me down

Niall just jumps on the bandwagon here, the big Bandwagon Benjamin. 

 

[Chorus:]

Nobody, nobody
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Nobody can drag me down

Nobody, nobody

Nobody can drag me down

And so we reach the chorus, a storming quatrain of faithful devotion to one's love. The

refrain becomes more powerful the second time, as our protagonists' love is made ever

more clear. 

[Niall:]

I got a fire for a heart

I'm not scared of the dark

You've never seen it look so easy

I got a river for a soul

And baby you're a boat

Baby you're my only reason
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We like you Niall, but you're being a bit of a Freddie Four's a Crowd about this.  

[Harry:]

If I didn't have you there would be nothing left (nothing left)

The shell of a man who could never be his best (be his best)

If I didn't have you, I'd never see the sun (see the sun)

You taught me how to be someone

Yeah

See, the thing about this bit is it's not the same as the previous verse because when

Harry's singing the other lads repeat what he says. Everyone wants a bit of Monsoon now. 
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[Niall:]

All my life

You stood by me

When no one else was ever behind me

All these lights

They can't blind me

With your love, nobody can drag me down
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Samesees. Basically, at this bit they start taking turns to tell Monsoon what she means to

them. It's quite sweet, really. 

[Chorus:]

Nobody, nobody

Nobody can drag me down

Nobody, nobody

Nobody can drag me 

And that's it. The boys have told us, quite clearly, that no one can drag them down, so long

as they have Monsoon. That's right, they don't even need Zayn. Good river dance to bad

rubix cubes. We're not ones to over-hyper-exxxaggerate here at Festival Baby, but we

would say this is defintely, a hunny per cent, 1D's magnum opus. 
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